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19-2-’15 
Orgasm 

 
Roughly speaking since the 60’s and especially since the 70’s of last century man and 

woman are more and more deluded by the supposed importance of woman’s physical orgasm 
during sex. Everywhere where ego detects something nice or interesting it interferes and 
wants to take over. It’s tempting to start to mindfuck about the whole thing of woman’s 
orgasm, for example what role man plays in this respect. It’s better of course to talk from 
experience, from direct Insight. Man’s role – and indeed He plays a Natural Role in Woman’s 
Orgasm – is to guide Woman to (or in the direction of) what can be called the Heart Orgasm, 
not to the physical one. The latter may happen or not, it is not so relevant. It gives no 
structural Relief for Woman anyway, is at best a (very) temporary and energetic one from Her 
common obvious or hidden experience of feeling and being stuck. Her Only True Relief is the 
Disappearance of Herself into Consciously Being Part of Man(’s Heart). The sign of this 
Disappearance of Separation, of Lifeless life without (Manifested) Heart, can be experienced 
in (relatively rare) moments as a Heart Orgasm, a Whole-Hearted and Whole-Bodily affair in 
which Woman’s normal physiological functioning is Overruled by (Her Love for and 
Recognition of) Her Beloved, Man – She is Recognizing Him to Be (the Very Heart of) 
Herself, no Other, let alone a body or another kind of energy.  

This doesn’t mean that, realizing Man’s role in this respect, one(’s triggered ego) 
should then be compulsively busy with how to give Woman the Heart Orgasm. Obviously, 
this will not and cannot work, if only because the Heart Orgasm can only be experienced 
beyond the world of Ego. The ego, hating True Intimacy and deluded by sex, by form, will, 
for instance, not understand that the Heart Orgasm can be experienced by Woman during the 
sexual act but also during Intimacy in a form other than the obvious sex as form. Life, the 
Heart Itself, didn’t start with sex – and it never will. The Heart is the First, the Master, the 
One. The Two will never, via sex or any other way, upgrade and transcend themselves into 
One, not when, from the Beginning, the Heart is not Allowed to Do the Work. There is no 
space for Ego to interfere in Man and Woman’s True Process anyway, there is no bargaining, 
no compromise: if Man hasn’t Realized His Oneness with Woman on Earthly Level – a 
totally humbling, Ego-Surrendering Process – if He doesn’t Know Himself as Man therefore, 
Woman can’t have the Heart Orgasm anyway. This is great, that there is Something and 
Someplace where the Ego cannot reach, even though it will, also in this new area, try to copy 
and claim wisdom and experience. There is really no way to get the Heart Orgasm. Love is no 
way and Ego knows only ways. 

If we talk about orgasm for that matter, not the physical orgasm but (only) the Heart 
Orgasm of Woman, Her Exploding into His Heart, is truly Inspiring for Man – even up to the 
point of naturally feeling like ejaculating physically in Her Body, although this is certainly 
not necessary. But, in fact, Her Heart Orgasm is, already, the consequence and sign of His 
dedicated and Unifying Work with Her; it is not a goal in itself. It is the Manifested form of 
His ‘success’ – ‘His’, that is Including Her, as One Process Body of Man and Woman. The 
True and original Inspiration has been Her – usually hidden – Call on Man to Free Her from 
the Painful Prison of Ego binding Her to the illusion of self and to and of form in general, 
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which keeps Her continuously in Pain since the Ego is Her very Pain. The Ego, with its 
endless clever variations, can be basically defined as: the Separation from and not Whole-
Hearted and Whole-Bodied Surrender into (and therefore not Knowing from Within) the 
Opposite Sex. (There is an, intimately and indissolubly related, ‘variation’ of this in the sense 
of the Ego being the one not wanting to profoundly, Wholly Know – and separating from – its 
Own Sex as which it manifests in earthly life.) 

The Heart Orgasm is the Melting or Exploding of Duality into One – or: of Man and 
Woman into One. The Ego has found its way back into Man’s Heart, extremely exceptional as 
this is. The Heart Orgasm can be accompanied by a (relatively) high-pitched sound – although 
the pitch can vary in the course of the True Process – indicating the moment that the Two 
Become One, that the Flesh is Hearted, that the Heart has become so Powerfully Present on 
Earthly Level through a Male Body that the usual resistance of Form (or body) against Love 
cannot maintain any longer. This is only possible if Man, despite the deep and inherent 
Painfulness of it, has gone so Deeply Down into Woman, into the Earth or Form, that His 
Heart Outshines and Overpowers the Earth’s Resistance to Man’s Love.  

Needless to say, the normal, physical, orgasm of Woman – or Man’s orgasm, by the 
way – is not a sign of the Union of Man and Woman, unlike the Heart Orgasm. In the Latter 
the Heart as Manifested in and as Man as He Is is Indispensable. For the first, the physical 
one, a male form will do. Or, of course, also without a male form the female orgasm (or rather 
climax) can be evoked. The Heart Orgasm is only possible through Man’s Presence and 
cannot be evoked in any sense by Woman in (Her on Earthly level usual) Separation from 
Man. It is only possible as Part of Woman’s Surrender (in)to Man. Her Ego is helpless here, 
without Man. Sometimes it looks as if the Ego is capable of attaining, copying, absorbing and 
defiling, devaluing everything, but this is Something it cannot get. Man – His Heart – is the 
Only Thing the Ego cannot get for itself, even though She tries to seduce the Heart to have a 
place in Her life. The Union with Man is not attainable for Miss Ego – not in its hatred of 
Surrender. Ego will always be Two, never One. And all this is fair. If Woman’s Love for Man 
is not True, not Lived or if it is denied, belittled, rationalized away, repressed or kept in the 
Dark, She’ll have to run after and be satisfied with Her physical orgasms. No need to tell any 
Woman that Her physical climaxes are not truly satisfying. Woman can have lots of sex 
nowadays if She feels like. But it is sex without Man. A male form that Bows for Her Ego 
cannot give Her True Sex, but rather an attempt, a merely physical-energetic show, empty as 
it is in the end without Heart – simply because Man is not Present. Man as He Is is Free from 
Ego. If a male form is not Free in this respect there is in practice and also by definition no 
Man (but Woman in a male body) and therefore no Union can Take Place, no Heart-Orgasm 
in the Body. Woman can Only Return in Man in His Purity; that means this is not possible as 
long as there is (untranscended) Woman in him. Only if the Two Sides of Duality are Present, 
if Man’s Oneness and Woman’s Duality are There – the latter being Surrendered into the first 
– is the Heart Orgasm Possible. Not only should Man be Present, but also Woman, indeed. 
And Woman can only Exist as Such, as Woman, if She Recognizes Man. 

(Allowing) Love(-Attraction), Naturally, Leads Man and Woman eventually to this 
Orgasm of the Heart in their Body, if Humbly Followed and Allowed to Happen. Usually, 
however, if not always, so far in human history, this Love is blocked, sooner or later, 
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somewhere on the Way. It is not Freely Allowed to Bring Man and Woman to the very End of 
their Relation as Two separate from one another to whatever extent – Resulting in Explosion 
into the One. And, thus, ‘the One’ has been exiled to the sphere of spirituality, and there the 
hopeless (egoic) attempts continue in other, subtler forms. This is so while ‘the One’, the 
Explosion, can Naturally Happen, in Principle – if Love, subtly, Follows Man and Woman’s 
Attraction instead of submitting to reacting, acting in a way one assumes it should be or go. 
Of course, Ego makes it complicated and usually impossible to Wholly Allow the Natural 
Attraction, the Heart-Way to the End, to the Heart-Orgasm in the Body. But then again, it’s 
not forbidden to Address the Ego by Love. The latter might be a hell of a Process, indeed – a 
lot of Pain is awaiting once one’s Heart becomes aware of the hell that Ego is and starts to 
Address it in Connection with (someone of) the Opposite Sex – but it is all Worth it. 

To Meet the Other One, the Other Sex, and Explode into One, to Know this Oneness 
of Heart as Body from the Inside is totally Fulfilling Beyond self, whereas ‘the self’ has to be 
‘helped’ and relieved – of itself – by physical orgasms, which turns out to be a mission 
impossible. The physical orgasm of Woman – in male and female bodies – is (an in itself 
pleasant experience but still) just a substitute, a substitute for the Real Orgasm. For the 
Explosion into One seems not possible, or at least not reachable. In itself, scratching 
Woman’s form from inside is a poor and hilarious substitute, whether or not her physical-
energetic orgasm is a result of this scratch. The Explosion or Melting as One Heart, however, 
is reachable. Only not by the Ego…  

Sex itself is not so important, it is not what Ego makes of it with its fascination for 
things that seem to carry Life in it. The whole obsession and fascination around sex is egoic, 
in vain, senseless and sad and funny in the end. It doesn’t get you anywhere, nowhere, which 
holds true also when you want to upgrade it and call it tantra suddenly or Kama Sutra. It – 
and, in general, whatever form one tries – is a far distraction from and substitute for Real Sex, 
the Union of Man and Woman that is. As Part of that Union sex (in the form) can still – and 
will, sooner or later – happen but as a consequence of the Ego Surrendering into Man’s Heart, 
not as an act for its own sake (or, what the church would like, to create children). The farther 
people are away from Love, from the Real Process of Man and Woman, the more sex 
becomes important. The more Woman(’s Ego) Resists Man, the more her physical orgasm is 
made important. What to say? The illusion of form, the grip of Ego here on earth is strong. 
Love is Vulnerable and seems to be the first to die on the battlefield. But Love cannot die. It 
is not a form. Man and Woman will always Be Driven to Come Together, to try to Unite, 
even if again and again and again they fail. Like it or not, spirituality as the Other Side of the 
Coin (opposite materialism) and nowadays obviously ruled by the Female Force, is not a 
substitute for this Longing for Union, the Longing for Man – not in the least. 

The Ego can’t have a True Orgasm. It’s stuck with itself. 
 
As I sing in my song “Creating Woman”: 
…You are my Freedom when I Free You, when I See You. 
 
No matter his great Realizations, Man can’t be Free when Woman is not Free(d).  


